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About This Game

From Village to Empire is an indie turn based strategy game with a historical setting.

Build cities, research technologies, and train units to discover new lands and conquer the world!

Features

 Singleplayer, LAN and Steam Multiplayer game modes

 Technological progress from ancient to modern ages

 Multiple playable nations

 Complete control over city expansion

 All buildings are placed on the world map

 No automatic embarking, units must be transported in boats

 Procedural map generation

 Sequential and Simultaneous multiplayer modes
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 Unit experience and leveling system
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Title: From Village to Empire
Genre: Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Witch Laboratory
Publisher:
Witch Laboratory
Release Date: 25 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or greater

Processor: 2 Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 128mb Video Memory

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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i havent played this game that much yet but i cant tell its a pretty solid game for this cheap and i know i will be playing this in
the future too it has nice levels and nice cobat. This is a very interesting game and i do recomend it to anyone who thinks it
looks interesting,
however,
it is extreamly short, in fact it took me more time to download it than it did to play it. I am not sure if i am just missing some
elements of the game here or maybe there are diffrent pathways i could have taken but regardless it is still pretty short. It is a
very interesting experience that is very surreal and i do like that sort of thing.

Now for some pros and cons,

pros:
+very interesting
+looks pretty good with graphics
+good way to spend some time
+each level is diffrent and it feels like walking through a dream

cons:
- i have a pretty good damn computer and i had some lag at some points
- very very short, not sure it is worth 9 bucks, i would most likely pay around 3-5 for the ammount of content
- controls are very floaty, when you look around the camera feels like it is lagging behind (but that is done on purpose, not lag
issues).
- some of the puzzles require google to finnish, as i doubt many people will know these answers as common knowledge

Notes:
= this is not a story based game, it is very surreal and has no real storyline as far as i can tell
= there seems to be some christan roots here in the game as god is mentioned and a huge cross is seen, didnt really bother me
but i feel like it should be known.
= aliens(!)

tldr;
I do very much recommend this game, but i dont suggest buying it when it is not on sale.
. The story seems pretty good so far, the game is difficult if you want it to be or it can be easier, depending on your preference.
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It has a tactical rpg set up where you place monsters on a board to battle waves of oncoming monsters. Luckily, it has a pause
button(can be turned off if you want more difficulty), so you can strategize more easily without rushing. The dev(s) is a good
one, who cares and listens to fans. It has good music, and nice backgrounds. Give this a try if you want a nice tactical tower
defense rpg. ---Side note, I like the main male guy Seven, lol. He is pretty cool. I hope Seven gets a chance to be a playable
character in one of the Winged Sakura games.. Originally, when I bought it, it had absolutely no reviews and I was skeptical on
buying it. I did just because I love RPGs. After playing for a while, I can say it's better than I expected. The graphics are decent,
the gameplay is above average, and you can loot plenty. For $3, or the current -15% sale price, I would say it's definitely worth
it.. There are better games you can get for 2 euros.. Spend hours typing the same three commands over and over again only to
find that you don't have enough money to not start the next level in an unwinnable state! Repeat ad nauseum until you uninstall it
and spit on the author's grave.. I like it, I'm haveing a hard time recording games on full screen, but recording from desktop and
browser games its perfect, and telling you the statistics of the computer includeing temperture.. Can the trading be fixed? These
are real trade offers I have received as GM of the Blue Jackets:

Artemi Panarin for a third round pick
Artemi Panarin for Cal Clutterbuck and a seventh round pick
Sergei Bobrovsky, straight up, for Ross Johnston

Please help, this is a fun game and I love playing with old teams but these trades are ridiculous. An intersting DJ simulator
where if you screw up poop will be thrown at you from the crowd.. Defenders of Ekron is lovely gem.
My playthrough consists of a fully upgraded Anakim(the mechs in this game's world), completed story and challenges clocking
in at around 16 hours.

Gameplay:
So the game basically is a twin-stick top-down shooter for the most part.
Initially your Anakim fires a normal blaster with two modes, the rapid fire mode and the lock-on projectile launcher(it basically
works by dropping a projectile and on release sends the drop projectile towards the target locked enemy). Also your Anakim has
a shield that consumes energy.

Eventually as you progress you will obtain 3 new weapons and 2 new passives (1 weapon passive and 1 dash passive that allows
you to dash around) from defeating bosses. Very megaman-esque.

There are 3 bars which are the life bar, energy bar and exp bar. Life bar is the amount of life you have while the energy bar sets
a limit to how many shots you can fire your weapons. In order to recharge, you will need to stop attacking. This creates tension
as you cannot fire your weapons forever.

The exp bar in this game can be built up to create charges by collecting the drops from the enemies.
Each charge can be spent on upgrading your Anakim or activate regeneration of life or activate berserk mode.
This Oxus exp mechanic is disabled in the simulator for previous missions which depending on how skilled you are it might be
hard to play through without the reliance of the regenerate life active ability.

Eventhough the Oxus exp is tied to your mech upgrades, I did reach the last mission fully upgraded with 10 charges remaining
to be used in the last level so there seems to be plenty to go around with the challenges and the missions.
Completing challenges do help contribute to the exp bar and they are interesting to complete. The one thing that I wished was
conveyed better was that on some challenges, you will find it much easier to upgrade the component being used for that
challenge first before tackling the challenge. Had many frustrating moements until I upgraded the component used in the
challenge.
For example, the dodge challenges is much easier if you upgrade the speed component of your Anakim.

The mech also has the ability to be in multiple different modes, a map mode, scan mode, and navigation mode.
I dislike the tank controls of the navigation mode but eventually I just got used to it.
The navigation mode allows you to travel faster, boost forward and lay timed bombs.

There are no re-bindable keys.
I wish there was, as some of the controls I would have love to switch, for example the navigation mode has the boost tied to
double tapping either w(forward) or right-trigger to boost.
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Would have rebind \/ use the option of a single button press instead of double tapping.
No mouse sensitivity adjustment.

I started off with gamepad but eventually switched to keyboard and mouse since it was so much easier on the keyboard and
mouse.

There were a few bugs that disrupted my game which have been reported to the dev and they have been responsive.
Using a flamethrower to defeat a boss crashes the game, one boss got stuck on re-load and forced to force quit.
I was fortunate enough that the solutions are just don't use the flamethrower to defeat the boss and to load a previous save and
try again.

Hopefully this will be patch out soon because it can be quite disruptive.

Story:
This was a bit bare to me. I was not really engage with the characters but the world lore is amazing.

Re-playability:
There are a few replayability options like an extra classic mode which is very similar to old school top-down vertical scroller
shooters and very bullet hell like. Also replaying the missions again without the help of the regen and berserk charges.

Pros:
- Challenging and rewarding puzzles and gameplay mechanics
- Fun shooter combat
- Bosses test your skills in both weapons usage, control and reflexes.
- Interesting combination of on rail elements as well as the exploration

Cons:
- Some bugs that disrupt the game flow
- Some challenges are not optimized for gamepad controls
- Tank controls on navigation mode. (Personal dislike)
- No rebindable keys and mouse sensitivity adjustment

I honestly recommend this game to people who enjoy twin-stick and also arcade top-down shooters. I had a really fun time.
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Couldn't fix the disgusting mouse lag/accel, finished the game on hard but quick enemies almost made me destroy my mouse.

Played it because I already finished it years ago, definitely worth the 50cents. Scratches the management itch well though if
you're not one to be along for the ride of updates, wait for release as it is still alpha release.. I rather enjoyed this game. Just an
old school 2D flying game with a few quirks. A bit short - at 90 mins I had already beat the game Silver\/gold score on all levels
and beat several of the challenge levels (not all.) I played with a 360 controller - I recommend this game with a controller,
without it - perhaps it would just make you upset. This game is basically a super flash style 2D shooter. I had a blast, although
shrot one. - P.S. The big laser makes you feel all funny inside. :-D. awesome game really well done so much fun is funny as hell
such a rib tickler , the follow on story connection is fantastic really blends well togther really keeps you hook to carry on ,
absolutley love the funky music the use of houmour the old school style of arcade game play the art work is stunning the game
play is smooth and man do i love it 8/10 quite easily one of the best most relaxing game i have played recently this one is just as
good if not better then Deported : Drain The Swamp thank you Crankage Games for the delightful game. As many pictures are
in this book it's not really worth it. Mostly stuff you've already seen. Only things that are really new in it are previews of the
Dakimuras.. Quick Breakdown: A twin stick shooter, wherein you play as a ball of light, fending for oneself amidst the
darkness.
Length: 15+ minutes
Genre: Arcade \/ Twin Stick Shooter
Score: 5\/10

Full Review: There\u2019s not a whole lot to this game; you play as a ball of light in a world of shadows, except for the
background, everything in the world is dark. You illuminate your surroundings with your bullets and with the ball of
light that serves essentially as your vessel. Plenty of random blobs of darkness hurtle toward you like asteroids, and
will darken, and even blackout the area until destroyed or passed. Occasionally you face bosses, whom will drop
various power-ups.

That\u2019s really all there is to the game, and that\u2019s the trouble with it; I want to like this game, but
there\u2019s just not enough to it. The shadow gimmick remind me a bit of Limbo (though the art isn\u2019t nearly to
that caliber), and it\u2019s kinda a neat one, but there\u2019s very little to the gameplay. There\u2019s no levels, or end
boss, you just play for a high score; and while that\u2019s not necessarily a bad thing (both the original Geometry Wars and 
Waves are twin stick shooters that do just that), the gameplay isn\u2019t gripping enough to compel me to aim for a high
score. The levels and enemies are randomized, so that at least helps mix up the gameplay a bit, but it\u2019s still not enough.

I want to be able to recommend this game, but I can\u2019t. After playing it for a mere 15 minutes, I\u2019m probably not
ever going to touch this one again. It\u2019s not bad per se, so much as it\u2019s not enough. Still, I only paid $0.50 for it,
so it\u2019s not like my wallet is hurting from it. But if you need a twin stick shooter, you\u2019re better off buying 
Geometry Wars 3 instead. It\u2019ll cost you a bit more than this game, but it\u2019s well worth it.. Fun and fast-paced old-
school space shooter with plenty of insane weapons and gigantic boss battles.. i love light bearers and how the devs are active
on the community, besides that it is a good trip from my days where i loved to play zombie mode in microvolts, i hope this
game never dies!

A little something till we release update v1.0.5:
We're working non-stop to finish update v1.0.5 which will fix the issues you have brought up, as well as a bunch of obvious
and under-the-hood enhancements based on your feedback.

Bare with us, as the new update should be ready in a few days time.
In the mean time...
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. Ask Us Anything Answers - September 22, 2017:

Hey Champions!

You've been asking us questions, and we've compiled some of the top ones from this week to answer! You can find previous
Q&A threads on the official Bethesda.net forums here:

Ask Us Anything - September 1[bethesda.net]
Livestream Q&A Answers[bethesda.net]

[Questions answered by Lead Designer Adam Pyle]

Q: Are you going to rework some of the rune challenges? Some of them are very difficult, especially for new players. Other
challenges require insane luck.
A:Yes, absolutely. While it was great to get the Rune System out there to introduce it to players, we plan on going over all of
the existing challenges and making adjustments. Some challenges will have their goals adjusted, while others may be
replaced entirely.

Will there be more passive ability focus on mobility? (Like wall jump, crouch slide, etc.)
I think we will continue our current trend of having a mix of passives, some that provide movement mechanics, others than
provide gameplay buffs. We certainly have a few Champions slated for next year with movement passives.

Visor’s passive, Full Sprint, is not too useful due to his slow acceleration, especially with small maps. Its uniqueness is also
lessened since every character can break their speed cap by rocket/tri-bolt boosting. Will you look at retooling his passive to
better match his kit?
I don’t anticipate changing his passive or adding a new passive ability to Visor. We have some changes coming in the next
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couple of update that will make his active ability more effective. We’d like to see how Visor plays after making those
changes before looking at further changes, but I would be more tempted to increase his acceleration, causing him to make
better use of his passive, than change the passive itself.

When will Tim Willits be a playable character?
We don’t foresee making Tim or any other developers Champions. We have so many Champions right now that we’d like to
get into the game.

Are there any ideas for maps with volumetric fog?
Ideas? Sure. But nothing we're going to capitalize on yet. A lot of players dislike heavy fog maps, and we probably need a lot
more maps in our library before we brand out into those.

Are we going to get fast weapon switch?
Not sure. If it ever is desirable for one of our upcoming modes then we may add the feature and make it available as a
Custom Game option, but we probably won’t pursue it until such time.

Will there be a chainsaw skin for the Gauntlet?
We’d love to have one eventually, but it may present some technical challenges that prevent us from doing so immediately. We
would have to build a lot of new animations to support custom melee weapons.

Do you plan to add an option for raw mouse input?
I would like to eventually add raw mouse input.

Any new info on customizing crosshairs?
No new info yet. I reviewed some crosshair work last week while visiting Saber, but most of this work is planned for October
and November.

How is progress going on the zoom sensitivity slider?
We’re slated to work on those features in October for release later this year.

Can we expect quality of life additions like the client remembering data center choices?
Yes, this is another one of those features we’re tackling in October for a release later this year.

Can we have the option to disable chat completely to avoid toxic players?
Perhaps, although I would personally prefer just the ability to mute or report such player behavior so that we may address
the issue at hand.

Can we get shaders for our names? I want my colored name back from Q3A!
We’ll discuss it, but there are currently no plans right now for colored names. While they were fun, I actually prefer the
clarity gained from being able to have team colored names in UI and chat, and colored names either interfere with that, or
you have to choose only select places to display those colored names.

Do you have any information you can share about how ranked will work? Are there different divisions? Will there be
different ranks for each ranked mode? (A player having one ranking for Duel, one for TDM, etc.?)
Currently there are 5 divisions, with room to expand if needed. Players will be able to see their division in all modes, and in
ranked play players will see their division rank as well as their MMR value.

Will Custom Game allow us to adjust things like champion stats, item pickup placements, respawn/ability timers?
While Custom Game does have a lot of planned features, we don’t plan for players to be able to make these adjustments in
Custom Game.

Can you talk about what each developer works on for Quake Champions? Specifically, what does id Software do, and what
does Saber Interactive do?
That's not an easy question to answer! We have a lot of developers at both Saber and id. The bulk of design direction comes
straight from id, and a lot of the art and programming is done at Saber. But in all cases, we have people at both studios
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doing work. There's no single part of the game - level design, character creation, programming, animation - that we can
point to as being 100% developed by one studio or the other. It's a collaboration.

Stay tuned for future Ask Us Anything answers from the development team!. BH2 - Early Access on 3rd October:
Hi all,

Keep your eyes peeled, Beat Hazard 2 will be release on Steam Early Access on Wednesday 3rd October.

Wish list here: https://store.steampowered.com/app/618740/Beat_Hazard_2/

Cheers,
Steve. A new version is available! (Alpha 15.05.2016):
Fixed part of the problems with multiplayer. fixed synchronization time of the day, fixed light from the headlights, rain
volume can now be changed, corrections animations.. Breaking news!:

We are improving One Day in London! Here is the list of changes:

Fixes:
— fixed an issue with running the game on computers on the 32-bit version of Windows;
— menu buttons are no longer locked.

Updates:
— every time you run One Day in London, the game will check the integrity of your saves;
— the game has been rebuilt and tested on the updated version of Unity in order to resolve any technical issues.

If you find any bugs or mistakes in our game, please do not hesitate to contact us and we’ll get them fixed!
You can contact us at info@owl-studio.net.. A patch will be released in a few days:
I found a few weird bugs that were missed earlier. I am fixing them now, and want to release a patch fixing them in a few
days. I also will add two hidden achievements.
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